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Thursday, January 24 of 2019

DAILY MESSAGE OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN
DE JESÚS

Today I send My Message of peace to all of My brothers and sisters of South America, and I
especially address My Words to My brothers and sisters from Venezuela and the whole adjacent
region, spaces in which souls seek to survive this final battle that has just begun.

But do not fear, the triumph of love is near.

The one who lives in love will not perish.

The one who lives in love will always find the way out.

The one who acts through love will not fail.

Because the Love that I have taught you is invincible, it is capable of defeating any situation and of
overcoming any obstacle.

Therefore, do not favor the oppositions; may nations not rise against one another, because humanity
has suffered enough to learn that it has left the path many times and that it was always difficult for it
to return to the Heart of God. 

While I am here, I am with all of the people of Venezuela, accompanying each being, each
consciousness, each soul; living with each brother and sister of Mine, their suffering and their pain,
their agony or their despair. However, the moment has not come yet for me to return to the Earth.

By means of My Love, may you find peace, the peace that is missing in the world and in the heart
of many beings.

It is not a time to battle; it is rather a time to work with love, although evil exists and oppresses.
Because the liberation of captivity is near, and the chains of evil will break to make room for the
entrance of light, of victory, of the triumph of the Kingdom of God, which must express itself
within each one of you, in every step, as well as in every action.

Today I am with My Shield to defend you from the forces of chaos.

Today I am with My Sword to dissipate the darkness, bringing the Power of God to Earth and the
manifestation of His Will for this end of times.

May the spaces be stabilized, may the energies be balanced, may harmony express itself so that
creatures may find within themselves the equilibrium that will make them perceive the need of these
times and the call that the Universe proclaims loudly.

May your hearts take refuge in My Heart, may your lamentations and your pains dissolve in My
Mercy, because I will be with you until the end of times to accompany you to carry this cross that
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will liberate you in the calvary that is the scenario of this humanity.

There will be no triumphant ones nor winners, conquerors or powerful ones.

Seek in the silence of self this key that opens all doors and transcends all times.

Bring souls toward My Heart, because it is the only place where all will be safe in these times.

The last battle will come and everything will be defined. All must be at the heights of these events;
this will also be the most acute moment of humanity; a moment in which souls will define their
paths and will know their next destiny, depending on what they have chosen.

But the Promised Land will arise, however small it may be, and the promise of the Kingdom of God
will be fulfilled in those who have believed in the advent of the new, in all that will descend from
the Universe as a spiritual treasure to enrich souls in knowledge and Truth.

I am here as the Governor of your people, as the Director of your souls, as the Shepherd of all
flocks.

I grant you the gift of the inner force that you need to keep moving forward, crossing the events of
these times, however difficult it may seem.

Remember that Heaven and Earth will pass, but My Word will remain in the hearts that know how
to recognize it because thus they will live My Message.

Do not desist, but rather persist. Faith will double the spiritual strength that you need to walk toward
a new time.

Everything will reach its end because the end also has its time and its hour.

Reinforce your commitment with the Heavenly Father and allow that He can work in the events,
although His Presence is silent.

Do not fear to face the end of times; there is still a lot to go through and to live.

Although I am in retreat, I am with you and I will return to give you My last impulse; that impulse
that will finally place you in the fulfillment of your task and of your mission on this planet; a
mission that will make you represent Me on Earth as My apostles and as My companions, those
who will be with Me under any circumstance and in an unconditional way.

I avail Myself of your sufferings to relieve the suffering of humanity. Everything I touch I transform
into good and I transfigure it into light for all souls, bringing them the Love of My Heart.

From Aurora, I will give My great impulse of love for the planet in March, a moment in which My
task with you will be finalizing. But this will be a very important moment because you will be able
to put into practice everything that I had once told you and you will be able to do it better than what
I did in past times; you just must be obedient to Me and trust.

In March, the last Fount of My Divine Mercy will open so that your spirits may finish forming in
this Command that I address to you from the Universe.
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Pray every day with more fervor and may the prayer spring from the heart, just as your love for Me
does.

I bless you, and I give you My Peace.

In the Name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


